Quilt Beginnings

Candy Cane Holiday
Supply List
Instructor: Pam Churches
Dates: 10 a.m. – 4 p.m., Tuesday, December 4th
NOTE: You must have an embroidery machine with a minimum hoop size of
5”x7” in order to complete this project. Larger hoops require fewer
hoopings.
Project description: Create a fast and fun Christmas gift with this easy
embroidery design. Fabric requirements are given for a single placemat.
Bring a cloth napkin and stitch a matching candy cane design. Finish off this
set by stitching a quick napkin ring.
Required pattern: Candy Cane Holiday by Amelie Scott Designs
Fabric requirement for ONE PLACEMAT
 One fat quarter for placemat
 ½ yard Pellon SF 101 to stabilize placemat
 ½ yard fabric for backing
 1/6 yard (6 inches) fabric for binding
 One 2.5” by width of fabric or scraps for holly
 19” x 24” scrap of batting or fleece
 Floriani Stitch and Wash Stabilizer – this stabilizer tears away easily
 Embroidery thread; pattern uses red, white, green and quilting color;
if you want the quilting to show, choose a color that will complement
your background fabric. If you want the quilting to fade into the
background, choose a color for quilting that matches your background
fabric.
 Copies of the holly templates and quilting templates (see instructions
listed under “prior to class” on reverse side
 Frixion pen or water soluble pen for marking fabric
PLEASE SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Purchased napkin – optional
 Pre-made or purchased napkin
 Floriani Wet n gone stabilizer or other water soluble stabilizer
 Embroidery threads – pattern uses red, white and green
Napkin ring – optional
 1” x 6” scrap of batting
 Two 2” x 7” white fabric strips (or the same color as your placemat
background)
 Scraps of Pellon SF 101 to interface the above strips
 Velcro or snaps for napkin ring fastener
 Wet n gone stabilizer
 Embroidery threads: red, green, white, and gold
Sewing supplies:
1. Rotary cutter, ruler and mat
2. Embroidery machine with embroidery unit, embroidery foot, power cord
and hoops
3. Needle and thread to finish binding placemat
4. Scissors to clip threads; applique scissors for trimming appliques pieces
5. Several empty bobbins and/or prewound bobbins

Prior to class:
Download the designs to a USB stick using the appropriate format for your
machine. Print out the instructions including the templates. You will need
the templates for embroidery placement. If you need assistance, please
stop in the store prior to class.
Since this is an all-day class, please feel free to bring your lunch or a snack.
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